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Well introductions probably aren’t necessary. The author feels that the
reader is more than likely already well-acquainted with Baby Crissy, Ideal
Toy Corporation’s deliciously sweet hair growing baby doll.
She is a big girl to be sure. She was sculpted to represent the actual size of
a nine month old, although she obviously doesn’t weigh that much. More than
likely, Ideal targeted the younger set for their little darling, as the later
boxes indicate by stating for “ages 3 and up.”
Very quickly, the astute doll collector will notice that she bears a
remarkable resemblance to the Ideal Toy Corporation’s Playpal line. This is
no mere coincidence. Originally, Mr. Neil Estern, who was the master
sculptor of the Playpal line created the master sculpts for the body and the
head of Baby Crissy. Due to a misfortunate occurrence in the factory, the
original head mold was damaged, and the head had to be very quickly resculpted. The new replacement head was sculpted by master sculptor
Vincent J. DeFilippo.
Advanced collectors will notice that the majority of the dolls, from the early
70s and again in the early 80s (the “reissues”) are quite frankly, the same.
Yes, you are correct that Ideal used the same molds for both production
periods. The mold marks are therefore, the same. This is why uninformed
doll sellers claim that any Crissy doll that they are selling is the original
1970s version (interestingly, they can have the box right in front of them
with the correct date on it and they still make this claim).
The very earliest of dolls generally has very soft foam filled limbs. A
collector can also find this on the 80s dolls but not all. It is a curiosity that
Ideal used different formulas for their vinyls within both production
periods.

In order to tell for sure when your Baby Crissy was produced, you really
need for her to be in her original box and wearing her original clothes.
Unfortunately though, many times Baby is missing her factory issue clothes
due to the fact that they doll was heavily marketed with advertisements
stating that she could wear real baby clothes. This no doubt, contributed
heavily to the doll’s popularity.
All dolls have growing hair that functions by means of a pull-string. At the
end of the string is a rather large ring, which can appear in pink or white. It
has a small cylindrical “tab” on it. This is inserted into the grommet (eyelet)
that the string comes out of and it keeps her hair from “growing” or
shortening. When the string is pulled, the hair gets shorter. Tug the
ponytail, and the hair gets longer.
The following provides information on Baby from production era to
production era.
Production years 1973 – 1977, black or white:
Clothes: Issued in pink or lavender diaper set (shortie top and panties with
elasticized leg opening)- most black dolls wore the lavender set and about
75% of the white dolls wore pink; the other 25% wore the lavender set.
Interestingly, quite a few of the Wards catalog white Babies wore lavender.
The first outfit that she was sold in was actually made by a company that
made actual baby clothes. These are always pink. The collector will note that
the Baby Crissy tag was sewn in after the outfit was made, unlike the later
ones that have it sewn into the collar seam or back. This is probably due to
production difficulties in getting the outfits done at the same time as the
first Baby Crissy dolls were completed and ready to be boxed for shipment.
This cute little outfit has two pockets on the front, scallop stitched at the
top with flower appliqués appearing at the top of the pocket. There are also
button adornments on each pocket. A sweet little lace-trimmed Peter Pan
collar completes the neck edge. There is also button trim on the yoke of the
bodice.

The second, and most common Baby outfit, is similar, but it has one pocket,
trimmed in lace with a flower appliqué on the front of the pocket itself.
Matching panties accompany this top, as the first one, and there are buttons
decorating the yoke. The same Peter Pan collar completes this top. It was
made in pink or lavender.
The third style, appearing pretty late in the 70s production era, perhaps as
late as 1976 and 1977, is also pink only like the first issue outfit. It features
one pocket, no flower appliqué and is trimmed at the top with blue ribbon
lace beading (a sort of lace, not actual beads). This beading also appears on
the yoke, separating it from the lower gathered part of the top. Matching
panties also complete this outfit.
Baby did not wear shoes during this production era. She did not come with
booties or socks either.
No other clothing was sold exclusively for Baby Crissy by Ideal. However,
there are quite a few aftermarket companies that sold outfits that were
made for her. Several holiday catalogs show outfits too, sold for her, but
not made by Ideal.
Box: large squat squarish box that pictured a little girl on all four sides
gazing adoringly at her doll, both of them in various positions. A little black
girl was featured on the black doll’s box and a white girl was pictured on the
white doll’s box.
Included in the box was a piece of cardboard that was cleverly cut and
folded to fit around her neck and hold her upright within the box. Directions
were also included.
Characteristics: Baby had stationary black pupil-ed eyes that did not
open/close. She had long soft eyelashes. Her foundation hair, usually the
earlier the production, was shorter and more layered, but later in production
it could be a little longer and sporting a more choppy haircut. She had
brownish “eye shadow” that really was more of a shading to create depth and
detail. Her lips were very pink. The apples of her cheeks were blushed. This
early production has the softer foam filled limbs but please bear in mind

that you can find this on 80s dolls too so that is not a good reliable dating
characteristic.
From the factory, her hair was wrapped with a clear cellophane headband to
hold her bangs down, and then covered with a cellophane baggie to keep her
style in place. This had a hole in the top for her ponytail to come through.
Her ponytail was covered in a clear cellophane tube to keep it in place with a
piece of tissue holding her hard curl in position. When this was removed, for
about two weeks, Baby had a luscious curl at the end of her ponytail. It fell
out quite quickly.
Production years 1981 and 1982, black or white:
Clothes: The 80s dolls are very nearly identical to the 70s. Again, the
clothes and box are needed for an accurate identification. Her outfit was a
white bubble romper trimmed in yellow or baby green gingham with elastic at
the leg openings. The gingham appears as a ruffle at the yoke and as bias
tape trim on the neckline. It ties in the back. She wore nothing else. There
were no shoes, socks, or booties. The yellow trimmed romper appears about
75% of the time. Additionally, there is an iron-on flower appliqué on the yoke
under her chin.
Another outfit that shows up mostly in 1982 is a two piece pink gingham set
trimmed in white and pink eyelet lace. It has a faux, sewn in white blouse,
and matching pink gingham panties. Additionally, this outfit came with no
shoes, socks, or booties.
Box: In 1981, the box was a tall closed (no window) white box that was
identical for both the black and white doll. In fact, the box for the black
doll simply had a sticker on the front stating that it contained a black doll.
On the front, there was a large decal showing a white doll, with her hair
shortened and flipped up in a “Marlo Thomas” wearing her white bubble
romper trimmed in yellow. There is a 1981 copyright date on the box, though
the doll isn’t marked with that date. The back has no label but has hot pink
printed words and images printed right onto it.

Also in 1981 but predominately in 1982, two other boxes were used. These
were window boxes where the buyer could see the doll he or she was buying.
One of them is orchid, aqua and pink with white writing. Usually, but not
always, this doll was wearing the pink gingham outfit. The other one is pink
and hot pink, with white writing. Usually, but not always, this doll was
wearing the white romper with gingham trim.
Just keep in mind, either box could have a doll wearing either outfit.
Included in the box were play directions that were identical to the 70s
printed directions.
Characteristics: This doll has some characteristics that might help with
identification. But alas, with age the dolls can assume the same
characteristics as her earlier counterpart.
Her eyes, eyelashes, and molding were exactly the same. Her hair seems to
be ever so slightly fuller, but then, on the 70s dolls, later versions have very
full foundation hair too. Her makeup appears brighter than the 70s version,
but this is because she is newer. A mint in the box 1970s example will also
have very bright makeup and will appear to be a 1980s doll. As a doll is
played with and exposed to the environment, her skin changes color and her
makeup fades. So naturally, an early doll will be more faded than an 80s doll.
Her copyrights and mold marks are the same as the earlier era doll.
We should comment here on the instability of plasticizers used in the vinyl
recipe for all of these dolls. Plasticizer is added to the recipe to bind the
pigment to the vinyl and to keep it soft to the touch. Unfortunately, it does
not retain its ability to keep the vinyl soft. Therefore, the collector will find
early dolls with one or more of her limbs hardened and later dolls with the
same “syndrome.” Usually however, the earlier dolls have better quality
plasticizer and tend to stay softer than the 80s production doll.
Just bear in mind: The clothes and box combined with a doll are the final
identifying factor.
Her hair was factory wrapped just as the 70s dolls were. See above.

One other ingredient to toss into the salad that will confuse some is that
there are a small number of 80s dolls wearing the lavender two-piece diaper
set from the 70s. Ideal simply used up all of the old factory stock that they
had on hand. Imagine… these outfits were already ten years old when they
sold them! So if one were to buy a nice doll wearing this lavender outfit, but
didn’t have a box, then one might not be able to tell which doll, 70s or 80s,
that he or she has.
Other Baby Crissy Dolls
The 1980s production era marked the end of the big soft Baby Crissy doll as
most of us know her.
1984, black or white, 18 inches
These dolls do not have growing hair. They are cast of newer molds and are
Baby Crissy in name only. Some are bald, some have a topknot rooted in and
some have lots of blonde hair. They came with a bottle since they were drink
and wet dolls. Interestingly, they were all barefoot.
These dolls do not enjoy the popularity that the original doll does with
collectors.
1985, black or white, 18 inches
Again, these barefoot versions are very similar to the 1984 dolls.
1991, Ideal Nursery Classic Doll Collection
WOW! Finally Baby has shoes! This 16” doll is very similar in looks to the
earliest production dolls, but has as a stuffed, huggable body. Her hair still
grows by means of a pull-string. She wore a little trendy chambray outfit
with pink socks and yellow shoes. She came with brush and hair rollers. She
has the usual Crissy auburn hair and dark brown open/close eyes.
1991, Ideal Nursery Classic Doll Collection
Also in 1991, the Teeny Baby Crissy, only 10” long was sold. She came as an
auburn baby with open/close blue eyes. This doll also was sold as a blonde
and in a black version. Her soft stuffed body didn’t wear clothes. It simply

appeared that she was wearing pajamas. The auburn doll was dressed in pink.
The blonde was dressed in yellow. A brush and comb was included in the box.
1995, Playtime Nursery Classic Doll Collection
The Beauty Parlor Baby Crissy came with certain “beauty parlor
accoutrements. She wore a pink coverall outfit and was “covered” with a hair
styling cape. But surprise!! She had green eyes! This is the only Baby issued
with green eyes. As the other 90s Babies, her eyes open and close.
There were other Baby Crissy dolls created throughout the 90s, all with
stuffed bodies sold by the View-Master Ideal Group, Inc. a subsidiary of
Tyco Toys, later called Tyco Playtime. See my website for more information
and for photos.
http://www.geocities.com/sheezideal

